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Hush-HushHush-Hush by Stuart Woods
New York City cop turned Manhattan law firm rainmaker, Stone Barrington, lands in hot water in a highly anticipated latest installment in
the best-selling series by the Edgar Award-winning author of Chiefs.

EddieEddie's Bo's Boyy by Thomas Perry
Surviving an attempt on his life, retired mob hit man Michael Shaeffer reflects on his apprenticeship under an elite killer while pursuing
his would-be assassins from Australia to the United States to identify who is trying to eliminate him.

FFool me twice : a noool me twice : a novvelel by Jeffry P. Lindsay
A sequel to Just Watch Me finds thief and disguise artist Riley Wolfe continuing his Robin Hood-inspired crusade against the wealthy
elite by orchestrating the theft of a highly prized Faberge egg. By the best-selling author of the Dexter series.

JoleneJolene by Mercedes Lackey
Learning elemental magic from her witch aunt after her Tennessee coal miner father’s black-lung death, Anna May falls in love with a
stonemason who would abandon his work as a gravestone cutter to pursue true art.

The Wrong FamilyThe Wrong Family by Tarryn Fisher
An off-kilter narrator witnesses the slow unraveling of a couple’s strained marriage that erupts in unexpected ways, in a chilling tale of
domestic suspense by the best-selling author of The Wives.

Wrong AlibiWrong Alibi by Christina Dodd
Sentenced to life in prison for a murder she did not commit, 18-year-old Evelyn escapes and works under an alias at a wilderness camp,
where her chance at revenge is complicated by a former employer’s mysterious connections.

The Coffee Corner : An Amish MarkThe Coffee Corner : An Amish Marketplace Noetplace Novvelel by Amy Clipston
"In this third installment of Amy Clipston's Amish Marketplace series, an acquaintance grows into love over a few well-timed cups of
coffee"

The Mystery of Mrs. ChristieThe Mystery of Mrs. Christie by Marie Benedict
Claiming amnesia after going missing for more than a week in late 1926, up-and-coming mystery author Agatha Christie pens a chilling
story that brashly implicates her war-hero husband. By the author of The Other Einstein

TTakake It Backe It Back by Kia Abdullah
Leaving her high-profile law position for a job at a crisis center, Zara Kaleel becomes involved in the case of a deformed teenage girl who
accuses four boys in her class of rape, tearing the community apart.
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